442	GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TYPES
The   thought   of  the   extraverted   thinking type is
positive, i.e. it produces.    It either leads to new facts or to
general conceptions of disparate experimental  material.
Its judgment is generally synthetic.  Even when it analyses,
it constructs, because it is always advancing beyond the
analysis to a new combination, a further conception which
re-unites the analysed material in a new way or adds some-
thing further to the given material.    In general, therefore,
we may describe this kind of judgment as predicative.    It is,
in any case, characteristic that it is never absolutely depre-
ciatory or destructive, but always substitutes a fresh value
for one that is demolished.   This quality is due to the
fact   that   thought   is   the main  channel into which a
thinking-type's   energy flows.    Life   steadily advancing
shows itself in the man's thinking, so that his ideas main-
tain a progressive, creative character.    His thinking neither
stagnates, nor is it in the least regressive.    Such qualities
cling only to a thinking that is not given priority in
consciousness.    In this event it is relatively unimportant,
and also lacks the character of a positive vital activity.   It
follows   in   the   wake   of  other   functions,   it   becomes
Epimethean, it has an * esprit de I'escalier' quality, content-
ing itself with constant ponderings and broodings upon
things past and gone, in an effort to analyse and digest
them.   Where the creative element, as in this case, inhabits
another function, thinking no longer progresses: it stagnates.
Its judgment takes on a decided inherency-character, i.e.
it entirely confines itself to the range of the given material,
nowhere overstepping it.    It is contented with a more or
less abstract statement, and fails to impart any value to the
experimental material that was not already there.
The inherency-judgment of such extraverted thinking is
objectively orientated, i.e. its conclusion always expresses
the objective importance of experience. Hence, not only
does it remain under the orientating influence of objective

